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AWAKENING THE WORLD ...

… EVERY HEART MAKES A DIFFERENCE
Click here for the global heart focus at 9:30pm (UK time)

I am always being asked the question: ‘What can we do?’ Well, this weekend I am launching
something with fantastic potential that we can do together without even necessarily moving
from your chair. It is easy, simple, has endless personal benefits for those who take part, and
will literally change the world if enough people get involved and dedicate just 20 minutes a day.
The more that we do this the better, but I am asking for at least 20 minutes a day for Awakening
the World – Every Heart Makes A Difference.

We have the power, more than the power, to bring down the vibrational prison walls if we
understand even the basics of how it all works. The Control System is not structured by
accident to generate incoherent heart energy and low vibrational thought and emotion such as
fear, stress, anger, frustration and depression. This is done to maintain humanity in a
low-vibrational, incoherent state, that generates the energy they want, enslaves people in
close-minded ignorance and …
here’s the big one … projects a
constant supply of imbalanced and chaotic low-vibrational electromagnetic energy into the
Earth's atmosphere.

HAARP and connecting radiation technologies are also being used to further suppress and
imbalance the resonance of that energy ‘sea’ and therefore manipulate the fish – humans – into
those same low-vibrational states. This creates a feedback loop as people are influenced by the
energy ‘sea’ into incoherent states and then feed these patterns back into the ‘sea’ to further
empower its negative influence. We have to break that circuit and transform the individual and
collective energy field from the incoherence that the Control System depends upon to the
coherence and harmony that will set us individually and collectively free. We can manifest
energetic harmony from the manipulated chaos. We will do this if enough people get involved
with Awakening the World – Every Heart Makes A Difference.
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We want millions, tens of millions and more.

People would be amazed if they knew the impact that humans are having on the Earth energy
field minute by minute. Technology can now measure this and great spikes occur in the Earth’s
energetic state when there is a global reaction to something such as 9/11. Obviously, the fear
and emotion generated by the 9/11 attacks would have suited the goals of the conspirators, but
we can have an incredible impact on opening the Earth’s energy field to the love, peace and
harmony that will bring down the house of cards that depends on imbalance and incoherence
for its very survival.

This is a new section of the website, Awakening the World – Every Heart Makes A Difference,
which offers the opportunity at 9.30pm UK time every day for a global connection of hearts and
minds to send love, peace and harmony (coherent energy) into the collective field. Every day
we will post a picture to aid that focus. It might be an image of the Earth, the ocean, Tripoli, or
an individual that requires healing and harmony in the face of the onslaught of evil and chaos.

I am also encouraging people all over the world in every town, city, village and community to
step forward as organisers of groups and gatherings of people willing to come together regularly
to connect their energy fields and project love, peace and harmony into the atmosphere.
The more that come together the better
. We also need
massive
gatherings organised at known ‘sacred sites’ which are perceived as ‘sacred’ because they are
located at major vortex points where the planetary impact is much greater. We now have a
section of the Davidicke.com forum specifically for people to communicate and organise these
groups and gatherings which really only need a place and a time.

I also make an appeal to those that are increasingly going out on the streets to protest at what
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is happening. It is good that people are demanding that their voice be heard, but we have to be
streetwise here. If the protests are angry, aggressive and hostile they are doing exactly what the
manipulators want – producing still more of the energy on which they depend. Imagine the
power of replacing stand up angry protests with sit-down silent focus where thousands join their
hearts together and send out the energy of love and peace which has been measured to be five
thousand
times more powerful than anger and resentment. Instead of shouting slogans or abuse at the
authorities and police, we just sit down in great numbers and silently focus on the heart to send
out love, peace and harmony. The impact would be amazing.

The heart is the centre of everything - consciousness, health, emotional balance and so much
more. This is why the heart is the constant target of the Control System.

We are the power in everyone,

We are the dance of the Moon and the Sun.

We are the hope that will never hide.

We are the turning of the tide.

The Non-Comply Dance - Dance for the World

If you riot and protest with anger, resentment and hostility you are giving them exactly what they
want. Let us give them exactly what they
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don't
want, what they are terrified of - unleashed collective human energetic power.

Awakening the World - Every Heart Makes A Difference is asking you to 'protest' (run at them
energetically) in vast, vast numbers all over the world by sitting down and focusing on your heart
and joining with thousands of other hearts - tens of millions, hundreds of millions worldwide to
send out love, peace and harmony into the energy field with which we constantly interact.

And then to DANCE together with love, joy and laughter. The energetic impact of this on
yourself and the world is going to be
fantastic. Let us dance with love, joy
and laughter and give that energy of love and harmony even more power as we swirl and twist
our electromagnetic fields to whip up the electromagnetic energy sea and make it dance with
electrical power on the vibration of love and harmony.

Awakening the World - Every Heart Makes A Difference and the Non-Compli-dance.

Together in love and harmony we are unstoppable. The Rothschilds have already cancelled the
laxative order.

Let's Go ... and please post your videos so we can let the world see the peaceful revolution that
will set us free.

I don't support the idea of 'killing' here, only removing their power, and for 'believe' I would say 'k
now'
, but apart from that this video is right on.

JavaScript is disabled!
To display this content, you need a JavaScript capable browser.
swfobject.embedSWF('http://www.youtube.com/v/kB9M2RkiQnU','avreloaded0','500','420','9.0.2
8','/plugins/content/avreloaded/expressinstall.swf',
{autoplay:'0',color1:'0xFFFFFF',color2:'0x000000',rel:'0',egm:'0',border:'0',loop:'0'},{wmode:'wind
ow',bgcolor:'#FFFFFF',menu:'true'},{id:'p_avreloaded0',styleclass:'allvideos'});
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JavaScript is disabled!
To display this content, you need a JavaScript capable browser.
swfobject.embedSWF('http://www.youtube.com/v/sI0NDgTJB4w','avreloaded1','500','420','9.0.2
8','/plugins/content/avreloaded/expressinstall.swf',
{autoplay:'0',color1:'0xFFFFFF',color2:'0x000000',rel:'0',egm:'0',border:'0',loop:'0'},{wmode:'wind
ow',bgcolor:'#FFFFFF',menu:'true'},{id:'p_avreloaded1',styleclass:'allvideos'});

JavaScript is disabled!
To display this content, you need a JavaScript capable browser.
swfobject.embedSWF('http://www.youtube.com/v/pZfu1RK_i00','avreloaded2','500','420','9.0.28'
,'/plugins/content/avreloaded/expressinstall.swf',
{autoplay:'0',color1:'0xFFFFFF',color2:'0x000000',rel:'0',egm:'0',border:'0',loop:'0'},{wmode:'wind
ow',bgcolor:'#FFFFFF',menu:'true'},{id:'p_avreloaded2',styleclass:'allvideos'});
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